
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CASE STUDY QUESTIONS

At Holistics, we understand the value of data in making business decisions as a Business Intelligence (BI) platform, and
hiring the right data.

Depending on each product and industry, the key metrics would be different, e. It normally designed to
processed high volume analytical reporting and subsequence. Database Architecture Normalized data, so all
the tables and data have a proper relationship. A dimension table is one of the important tables in star schema
of data warehouse, which stores attribute, or dimension, that describe the objects in a fact table. To get hired
for a tech product startup, we all know just doing reporting alone won't distinguish a potential data analyst, a
good data analyst is one who has an absolute passion for data. Analyze a Dataset Question Give us top 5â€”10
interesting insights you could find from this dataset Give them a dataset, and let them use your tool or any
tools they are familiar with to analyze it. So every sale will be one fact, so fact table holds that information
like below: Time ID. Answer: Transactional System Data Warehouse System It normally designed to process
with day to day data, so mainly concentrate on high volume transaction processing, rather than backend
reporting. Ability to extract the data into meaningful insights that can inform business decisions, the insights
would differ depending on the business model B2B, B2C, etc. What is dashboard in a data warehouse? Fact
table mainly holds two types of columns. After refreshing batch data, sometimes complex queries are taken
more than hours. Expectations The candidate should ask the interviewer to clarify the information, e.
Operational data , OLTP are an original source of data. It is actually subject-oriented, means it load data from
a transactional system, then open to use for any kind of analytical reporting which helps organization for taken
proper decision based on that specific subject. It normally handling current transactional data. This time can be
less or more than one day. It normally handling historical data. I'm a Product Manager at Holistics, an
End-to-End Business Intelligence Platform helping more than companies around the world become more
data-driven, including startups like Grab, Traveloka, Faveâ€¦ Don't hesitate to reach out if you need help on
building a data team! It also elaborating report generation. Explain the difference between data warehouse and
transnational system. Therefore, list down all you need from a data analyst, trust your gut and hiring the right
person will be a super advantage for your startup. Identify data sources and stages of the funnels, what are the
data sources we have and what others we need, how to collect and consolidate the data? The foreign key
column allows joins with dimension tables, and the major columns contain the data that is being analyzed. The
insights here should not only be about charts, but also the explanation behind what we should investigate more
of, or make decisions on. For example, we use our own product cloudpivot. Common habit to add an index to
improve the speed.


